LOCARNO   LIMITED
During his speech—the first to be reported fully in The
Times-—Eden urged that although it might seem to be a
paradox yet the very extension of the maximum period of
our Mandate was the best evidence of the likelihood of an
early curtailment of our responsibilities in that country.
Once again he stressed the pervading importance of prestige;
 *	if we were to scuttle now like flying curs at the sight of our
own shadow, our name would be a gibe in the mouth of
every tavern-lounger from Marakish to Singapore.  It might
take  centuries  to  recover   our  prestige.*    He  recalled  an
Eastern proverb which claimed that bravery consists of ten
parts, and that one part consists in running away and the
other nine consist in never coming in sight of the enemy.
Excellent though the advice was, our name in the East must
not be  associated  with it.    It was  all  as  Mr.   Baldwin's
cousin, Rudyard Kipling, would have wished.  He was suit-
ably sceptical of the wisdom of trying to set up democratic
institutions in Eastern countries.   With us Democracy was
 *	a plant of natural growth'.   In the East it was * a forced
growth, an importation, and foreign to the soil'.   We had
. asked a great deal of *Iraq: ' what I believe even a Western
nation in their position could not have done.' In fairness,
the country must be given full time to adapt itself to our
democratic peculiarities. In any case we had an overwhelm-
ing duty to protect the Christian minorities in 'Iraq. Where
was the voice of Liberalism on this issue? How many
Liberal majorities had been returned to Parliament on a
wave of popular indignation! But if we should stand by
'Iraq we should also hold out the hand of friendship and
conciliation to Turkey.
After reference to diplomatic representation in Angora,
which was loudly cheered, he went on to say that there
were only two forces encouraging the Turks to foolish
actions. e One of these is the agents of the Bolshevik
Government of Russia, and the other—I have no doubt
from different motives—is a section of our own Press.

